
Award-winning digital literacy and citizenship 
program for middle school that meets the 
urgent and growing demand to equip 

students with the skills to become ethical, 
thoughtful, and smart digital citizens. 

CYBER CIVICS™

Level 1: Digital 
Citizenship

Level 2: 
Information 

Literacy

Covers the core 
concepts of finding, 

retrieving, 
analyzing and 

using online info.

Level 3: Media 
Literacy for 

Positive 
Participation

Emphasizes critical 
thinking to evaluate 
media & how to be a 

positive media 
participant. 

 
Focuses on 
the norms 

of responsible, 
appropriate 

technology use. 

                  A Completely Turnkey Program!
Easy-to-teach (50 minute) in-classroom lessons

Hands-on, peer-to-peer, sequential activities

Educators access materials via a simple online platform

Includes ongoing support for educators

Includes send-home activities for parents and students

To try us out visit: www.cybercivics.com 
For more info or to get a customized quote contact: support@cybercivics.com
Or simply call: (949) 481-4319
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I S  I N  T H E  N E W S  ( H E R E  A R E  J U S T  A  F E W  E X A M P L E S )
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Contact Us For An Online Demo:
support@cybercivics.com

(949) 481-4319
Visit www.cybercivics.com to try it! 

FLEXIBE HANDS-ON LESSONS
At the heart of every Cyber Civics lesson is hands-on,                 
inquiry-based investigation that trains students to become 
TOMORROW’S DIGITAL LEADERS. As students move 
through the program they negotiate and create the SOCIAL 
NORMS that will guide their future online practices. 

LOW COST
This program COSTS SIGNIFICANTLY LESS than one 
textbook per student per year. Each level includes over 30 
CONTINUOUSLY UPDATED resources, teacher guides,  
parent handouts with at-home activities that align with each 
lesson, ongoing support and professional development, plus 
educators receive monthly newsletter updates. 

Cyber Civics has been covered extensively in the press, including: 

“If a Cyber Civics or digital literacy class is offered  in your                                                                      
school or community, sign the kids up!”   -Kelly Wallace, CNN                                                                                             

• DESIGNED IN THE CLASSROOM. Lessons are continuously updated and 
refined by practicing in-classroom teachers. 

• More than just PDF’s. Innovative lessons are FLEXIBLE and work in ANY 
TYPE of educational setting.

• Creates an INQUIRY-BASED ENVIRONMENT transforming students from 
DIGITAL LEARNERS TO DIGITAL LEADERS.

• DIGITAL DELIVERY allows for rapidly updated content based on user 
feedback and new data about the ever-evolving digital world.

CYBER CIVICS IS UNIQUE

“Cyber Civics is the best digital media literacy program I’ve seen yet                                                                   
as it is developmentally-based and creative.” -Sheila Reilly, School Administrator 

“Since instituting this...the school has nearly eliminated bullying and behavioral 
issues and significantly boosted standardized test scores. ‘What has been a small 

investment has paid off tenfold.’”    -Shaheer Faltas, School Administrator, in Education Week
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